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Abstract. In this paper we describe prototype systemm for web based
interface to numerically intense simulations. Presented system solves
time-dependent Schroedinger equation using wavepackets. Proposed so-
lution consists from three main parts: client which acts as graphical user
interface, server which receives requests form various clients and handles
all running jobs. The last part is computing engine which can be treated
as external application and in principle can be written in any computer
language.

1 Introduction

The history of computer simulations in various areas of physics is relatively
long and successful. The increasing rapidly computer power allows nowadays for
routine simulations of complicated systems, or allows for advanced theories and
models. In the past computers were used for simulations of atomic and molecular
systems, for modeling of sets of interacting particles [1], fluid dynamics, quantum
chromodynamics and many others [1, 2]. In last ten years available computer
power allowed for calculations of wavepacket dynamics obeying time dependent
Schroedinger equations, first for one dimensional systems[3] and nowadays for
the systems with few degrees of freedom [4].

Developed numerical methods allowed for simulation of quantum evolution
of different systems and processes, especially in this cases where classical approx-
imation cannot be used. Numerical simulations in this area are also important
because of lack of analytical methods, especially because of lack of analytical so-
lutions of time-dependent Schroedinger equation for nontrivial potentials. The
quantum evolution can be predicted analitycally only for very simple potentials
(e.g. constant or harmonic), or in very special cases - for example for stationary
solutions.
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Progress in experimental techniques, as well as new phenomena discovered,
implicated interest in simulations of dynamics of quantum systems. The most
important examples are photoionization of atoms[5] and molecules[6], dynam-
ics of simple molecular systems[], electron tunneling in superlattices [], proton
tunneling in molecules and biomolecules, photo adsorption and desorption[] or,
recently, dynamics of Bose Einstein condensates[7, 8].

The wavepacket dynamics based on integration of time-dependent Schroedinger
equation, especially in more than one dimensional case can be run only on high
performance computers. The existing codes are developed by the research groups
and are, in general, not user friendly and have limited visualization capabili-
ties. This is caused by the need of high numerical efficiency of the code, which
is, in most cases, run in a batch. One should note, that interpretation of the
wavepacket dynamics usually cannot be performed without aid of advanced vi-
sualization tools during both simulation setup and analysis. This requires devel-
opment of coupling mechanism between visualization and simulation codes.

Recent progress in computer technology, especially web based tools makes
them good candidate for development of user interfaces to computing programs.
Web based interfaces are easy to install, simple to use and can be used in dis-
tributed environment. However, even providing powerful user interface, web tech-
nology cannot achieve high numerical efficiency required for most simulation
problems. This leads us to solutions consisting on web interface for the user
and traditional, usually batch type, numerical simulation engine. Web access to
high performance resources is being developed significantly in last few years.
However most of the development goes to the design and production of general
tools which can be used in different situations. Because of this, security is one
of the most important and yet not solved issues. The another one is accounting,
resource directory services or resource reservation mechanisms. The existing so-
lutions like globus[9], Legion[10] or Unicore[11] address most important issues,
Unfortunately, these solutions cannot efficiently create strongly coupled appli-
cation, especially in the case when advance interactive visualization techniques
must be used.

Recently we started effort to create an prototype of distributed computing
system with Web interface dedicated to wavepacket dynamics. System is based
on computing server, or number of servers, located locally or remotely, eg. in
supercomputer centre, which offers computing resources for clients distributed all
over the world through internet. In general, user should contact with computing
server using web technology, with tools allowing for easy preparation of input
data, job submission and steering, and analysis of results.

2 Wavepacket Dynamics

The dynamics of the quantum particle can obtained by solving the time–dependent
Schroedinger equation:

ih̄
∂Ψ(x, t)

∂t
= HΨ(x, t), (1)
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with the Hamiltonian:

H = − h̄2

2m
∆+ V (x). (2)

where m is particle mass.

In general, the time–dependent Schroedinger equation (1) cannot be solved
analytically. Recently an effective and powerful numerical methods have been
developed and used to investigate different physical problems such as scattering,
electron and proton tunneling, photodesorption or photoionization.

As mentioned above, the analytical solution of (1) is not known and numer-
ical methods based on the discrete representation must be used. After a small
time step ∆t the propagated wavefunction can be obtained by using the time–
evolution operator U:

Ψ(t +∆t) = U(∆t)Ψ(t) = Te
− i

h̄

∫ t+∆t

t
Hdt

′
Ψ(t), (3)

where T is the time ordering operator. When the Hamiltonian H is time–
independent the time ordering operator can be omitted and the integral can
be approximated with the trapezoidal rule:

U(∆t) ∼= e−
i
h̄H∆t, (4)

Once the evolution propagator U(∆t) and its action on the wavefunction
are known, the dynamics of the system is obtained and the time–dependent
Schroedinger equation (1) is solved.

The different methods has been proposed for the calculation of U(∆t). The
most commonly used are: second–order differential scheme [3, 12, 13], split op-
erator method [14–16], Calay method [17, 18], Chebychev polynomial expansion
[19, 20] or Lanczos scheme [21–23]. In a particular case an algorithm based on
the Chebychev polynomial expansion has been used, which was found to be
stable and accurate [13, 24, 25]. The time evolution operator is expanded into
Chebychev polynomial series:

U(∆t) =
∞∑

m=1

amΦm(−iH) ∼=
M∑

m=1

amΦm(−iH), (5)

where Φm are complex Chebychev polynomials and am are expansion coefficients.

In numerical applications, the wavefunction Ψ(t+∆t) as well as potential for
electron motion are represented on a discrete grid. The grid points are usually
equally spaced by the ∆x, although adaptive grid methods are also possible.
The discretization of the wavefunction introduces some limits on the maximal
momentum pmax represented on the grid:

pmax =
π

∆x
. (6)
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The momentum limit implies that the energy range of the discretized Hamilto-
nian is given by the maximal and minimal energy represented on the grid:

∆E = Emax −Emin, (7)

where:

Emin = Vmin, Emax = Vmax +
p2
max

2m∗
, (8)

and Vmin and Vmax areÿtheÿminimumÿandÿmaximumÿofÿtheÿpotentialÿonÿtheÿgrid.
TheÿpotentialÿpartÿofÿtheÿHamiltonianÿcanÿbeÿcalculatedÿdirectlyÿasÿmulti-

plicationÿofÿtheÿpotentialÿenergyÿandÿtheÿwavefunction.ÿTheÿmostÿpowerfulÿand
accurateÿmethodÿofÿtheÿcalculationÿofÿtheÿkineticÿenergyÿoperatorÿisÿbasedÿonÿthe
transformationÿofÿtheÿwavefunctionÿtoÿtheÿmomentumÿspaceÿusingÿtheÿFourier
Transformÿtechniqueÿ [3].ÿSinceÿtheÿeffectÿofÿtheÿoperatorÿHÿonÿΨ(x, t)ÿ isÿcal-
culatedÿusingÿtheÿFastÿFourierÿTransformÿ(FFT)ÿtwice,ÿtheÿdescribedÿmethod
requiresÿ2MÿFFT’sÿperÿtimeÿstep.ÿTheÿnumberÿofÿFFT’sÿinÿtheÿChebychevÿpoly-
nomialÿmethodÿisÿgreaterÿthanÿinÿotherÿmethodsÿofÿsolvingÿtheÿtime–dependent
Schroedingerÿequationÿbutÿlongerÿtimeÿstepsÿ∆t canÿbeÿappliedÿandÿsimilarÿcom-
putationalÿefficiencyÿisÿachieved.ÿThisÿmethodÿisÿalsoÿfoundÿtoÿbeÿmostÿstable
andÿaccurateÿ[13, 25].

3ÿ DescriptionÿofÿWebÿBasedÿNumericalÿSimulationÿSystem

Systemÿforÿwebÿaccessÿtoÿcomputerÿresourcesÿforÿwavepacketÿdynamicsÿisÿbasically
designedÿasÿthree-partÿconstructionÿ-ÿtheÿclient,ÿcentralÿserverÿ(dispositor)ÿand
computingÿserver.ÿThereÿcanÿbeÿmanyÿclientsÿandÿmanyÿcomputingÿserversÿbut
onlyÿoneÿcentralÿserverÿperÿcomputingÿsite.ÿThisÿsolutionÿisÿnatural,ÿbecauseÿof
theÿsecurityÿcontrolÿatÿcomputingÿsite.

3.1ÿ Client

Clientÿisÿtheÿapplicationÿthatÿpreparesÿdataÿforÿcomputation,ÿsendsÿtheÿrequest
toÿtheÿcentralÿserverÿandÿcollectsÿresults.ÿTypicallyÿ(asÿinÿcreatedÿexample)ÿit
alsoÿoffersÿlimitedÿcapabilitiesÿofÿresultÿvisualization.ÿWhatÿisÿmostÿimportant,
clientÿprogramÿisÿanÿWWWÿappletÿwrittenÿinÿJava,ÿsoÿitÿcanÿbeÿrunÿfromÿany
workstationÿwithÿjavaÿcapableÿWebÿbrowser.ÿItÿwasÿtestedÿwithÿSunÿSparcÿUltra
(Solarisÿ 2.8),ÿ Intelÿ PCÿ (Windowsÿ 98),ÿ Intelÿ PCÿ (RedHatÿ Linuxÿ 6.2),ÿ Silicon
Graphicsÿ02ÿ(Irixÿ6.5),ÿandÿnoÿproblemsÿwereÿnoticed.

Theÿclientÿappletÿhasÿanÿvisualÿeditorÿcapableÿtoÿdefineÿwaveÿfunctionÿand
anyÿanalyticÿpotentialÿonÿoneÿdimensionalÿcomputationalÿgrid.ÿItÿalsoÿallowed
toÿchangeÿsomeÿcomputationÿparameters,ÿlikeÿmeshÿdensity,ÿorÿnumberÿofÿtime
steps.ÿTheÿclientÿactsÿasÿmainÿgraphicalÿuserÿinterface.ÿBecauseÿofÿrequiredÿfunc-
tionalityÿanyÿotherÿexistingÿsoftwareÿcouldÿbeÿused.ÿTheÿinputÿofÿparametersÿand
visualizationÿrequirementsÿforÿwavepacketÿdynamicsÿcoverÿquiteÿwideÿrangeÿof
possibleÿapplicationsÿandÿweÿhaveÿdecidedÿtoÿspentÿsomeÿeffortÿtoÿdevelopÿinter-
faceÿdedicatedÿtoÿsuchÿtypeÿofÿsimulations.ÿOneÿshouldÿnote,ÿthatÿclientÿcanÿbe
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also used as user interface for other classes of simulations which are generally
based on the mesh. This will however require some additional customization of
the client.

Fig. 1. The Client applet - grid parameters control screen.

3.2ÿ CentralÿSimulationÿServer

Centralÿserverÿ(dispositor)ÿisÿanÿapplicationÿthatÿreceivesÿallÿclientÿrequests,ÿand
forwardsÿitÿtoÿproperÿcomputationÿservers.ÿItÿcanÿprovideÿmoreÿthanÿoneÿcompu-
tationÿservice,ÿsoÿtheÿsameÿdispositorÿcanÿserveÿforÿdifferentÿremoteÿcomputation
programs,ÿandÿcanÿbeÿusedÿtoÿprovideÿwideÿrangeÿofÿservices.ÿOneÿcomputational
serviceÿisÿtypicallyÿaÿprogramÿthatÿcanÿreceiveÿremoteÿdataÿandÿsendÿtheÿresult.
Theÿprogramÿisÿoptimizedÿtoÿgainÿmaximalÿpossibleÿperformanceÿandÿusuallyÿis
designedÿtoÿrunÿinÿbatchÿqueue.

Theÿdispositorÿafterÿreceivingÿrequestÿdecidesÿwhichÿcomputationÿserverÿto
useÿ(thereÿmayÿbeÿmoreÿthanÿoneÿcomputationÿserver),ÿandÿforwardsÿtheÿclient
dataÿtoÿit.ÿThenÿitÿreturnsÿdataÿbackÿtoÿtheÿclient.ÿThisÿmodelÿisÿnecessaryÿfor
Web-basedÿcomputing,ÿbecauseÿofÿsecurityÿlimitationsÿofÿWWWÿapplets.ÿItÿalso
benefitsÿinÿcentralÿmanagementÿandÿ-ÿwhatÿisÿmoreÿimportantÿ-ÿitÿhidesÿallÿthe
computationÿfromÿclient.ÿSuchÿdesignÿsimplifiesÿclientÿrole:ÿclientÿdoesÿnotÿhaveÿto
knowÿmanyÿcomputationÿserverÿaddresses,ÿbutÿonlyÿoneÿ-ÿtheÿdispositorÿaddress.
Inÿcaseÿofÿanyÿsystemÿchangesÿforÿexampleÿaddingÿandÿremovingÿcomputation
servers,ÿclientÿmayÿevenÿnotÿknowÿaboutÿit.ÿItÿalsoÿallowsÿtoÿimplementÿbasicÿload
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Fig. 2. The Client Applet - change of square well potential parameters.

balancing algorithms, that make system far more effective. At the moment there
is no load balancing implemented and computation server is chosen randomly
from the list. In the limited access mode, computation dispositor may also have
abilities to make client authorization. The last, but not least benefit of the model
is that there is only one channel to open in firewall of computing centre which
simplifies significantly security management.

3.3ÿ ComputationÿServer

Computation server is rather simple application that receives form dispositor
data containing request, and then it runs computation program and finally sends
results back to the dispositor. Server is very simple and because of that it’s small
and fast, not requiring computation power, that must be used for computation
program. This allows for server installation on the computer other than compu-
tational engine.

At this moment server is separated from computation program, so main
numerical code was not changed at all - it doesn’t know that it’s run from the web,
not locally. This has strong practical implications: server can be used for any
existing computational codes without significant modifications of the numerical
engine.

Server has a limit of number of computations that can be run parallelly, to
avoid overloading. This this is implemented as system of ”tokens”, and is also
used at the dispositor to determine which machines are free for computations.
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3.4ÿ Communication

Networkÿ layerÿ isÿbasedÿonÿ standardÿTCP/IPÿsocketÿconnectionÿandÿaÿsimple
communicationÿprotocolÿoverÿTCP.ÿWeÿdecidedÿnotÿtoÿuseÿJavaÿRMI,ÿbecause
inÿcaseÿofÿrunningÿtheÿsystemÿonÿsupercomputers,ÿthatÿdoesn’tÿhaveÿanyÿJava
implementationÿweÿwouldÿhaveÿtoÿrewriteÿtheÿcomputationÿserverÿinÿC,ÿwithout
RMI.ÿItÿalsoÿmakesÿpossibleÿtoÿwriteÿclientsÿinÿotherÿlanguagesÿforÿexampleÿas
pluginsÿtoÿdataÿvisualizationÿprogramsÿorÿasÿstandÿaloneÿapplications.

Theÿmainÿgoalÿwasÿtoÿprovideÿuserÿwithÿreal-time,ÿ interactiveÿ simulations
ofÿwavepacketÿdynamics,ÿandÿ thereforeÿexistingÿ solutionsÿbasedÿonÿ theÿbatch
processingÿcannotÿbeÿused.ÿDevelopedÿcomputationÿserverÿisÿdesignÿtoÿstartÿsim-
ulationsÿimidiatellyÿonÿlessÿloadedÿmachineÿinÿtheÿpool,ÿprovidesÿuserÿwithÿpartial
resultsÿasÿsoonÿasÿtheyÿareÿavailable.

Generalÿ schemeÿofÿ computationÿ isÿ thatÿ userÿpreparesÿhisÿ jobÿwithÿ client.
Thenÿclientÿconnectsÿtoÿaÿdispositor,ÿandÿrequestsÿcomputationÿservice.ÿThen
dispositorÿdecidesÿifÿthereÿareÿavailableÿcomputationÿserversÿ-ÿfindsÿproperÿtoken
forÿtheÿservice.ÿThenÿitÿacceptsÿclient’sÿrequestÿandÿreceivesÿtheÿjobÿdata,ÿand
forwardsÿitÿtoÿtheÿproperÿserver.ÿComputationÿserverÿreceivesÿtheÿdata,ÿandÿuses
itÿtoÿinitializeÿcomputationÿ(forÿexampleÿwritesÿinputÿdataÿontoÿdiskÿasÿfiles).
Thenÿcomputationÿserverÿstartsÿtoÿsendÿresultsÿasÿfastÿasÿcomputationÿprogram
producesÿit.ÿDispositorÿthenÿforwardsÿresultÿtoÿclient.ÿThisÿallowsÿforÿrealÿtime
visualizationÿofÿresultsÿasÿsoonÿasÿtheyÿavailableÿonÿtheÿcomputationalÿserver.
Ifÿtheÿclientÿdisconnectÿjobÿisÿaborted,ÿandÿifÿjobÿhasÿbeenÿfinishedÿdispositor
andÿcomputationÿserverÿdisconnects.ÿAtÿthisÿmomentÿthereÿisÿnoÿpossibilityÿof
connectingÿtoÿaÿrunningÿjobÿorÿreconnection.ÿClientÿreceivesÿresultsÿandÿpresents
itÿtoÿtheÿuser.

4ÿ DetailsÿofÿSystemÿDesign

AllÿpartsÿbutÿcomputationÿprogramÿareÿwrittenÿinÿJavaÿ(TM),ÿwhatÿmakesÿpossi-
bleÿtoÿuseÿwholeÿsystemÿonÿveryÿwideÿsetÿofÿmachines,ÿwithoutÿconcerningÿabout
portabilityÿandÿlanguageÿimplementationÿdetails.ÿEffectivelyÿitÿmeansÿthatÿwe
canÿuseÿclusterÿofÿdifferentÿworkstationsÿforÿdifferentÿcomputations,ÿandÿclients
canÿuseÿinÿfactÿanyÿworkstationÿwithoutÿarchitectureÿorÿoperatingÿsystemÿlimits.

Allÿpartsÿofÿtheÿ systemÿwereÿdesignedÿasÿmodules,ÿ soÿ inÿallÿprogramsÿare
easilyÿseparableÿmodules,ÿresponsibleÿforÿprotocol,ÿforÿrequestÿcreationÿandÿso
on.ÿEveryÿmoduleÿcanÿbeÿeasilyÿexchangedÿandÿextended,ÿsoÿit’sÿeasyÿtoÿimprove
system.ÿItÿwasÿimportantÿtoÿmakeÿconfigurationÿofÿtheÿsystemÿeasyÿandÿelasticÿ-
allÿserversÿuseÿanÿXMLÿconfigurationÿfiles,ÿwhichÿprovideÿeasyÿconfigurationÿin
human-readableÿform.

Theÿdevelopedÿsystemÿisÿfullyÿfunctionalÿandÿisÿitsÿapplicationsÿareÿnotÿre-
ducedÿtoÿtheÿwavepacketÿdynamics.ÿItÿisÿcapableÿtoÿserveÿcomputationsÿandÿto
performÿonÿlineÿnumericalÿprocessingÿsuchÿasÿremoteÿdataÿvisualization,ÿaccessÿto
partsÿofÿnumericalÿdataÿandÿsoÿon.ÿItÿcanÿbeÿeasilyÿadoptedÿforÿdifferentÿservices.
Generally,ÿaddingÿnewÿserviceÿtoÿtheÿsystemÿrequiresÿthreeÿsteps:
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1. Providing computation program,
Program can be written in any language, in general modifications to the
code are not required.

2. Adopting service provider - part of computation server.
This modifications are small and can be easily performed.

3. Preparing client software
Client software can be written in any language, however communication with
the computing server must be added. Presently this is written in Java and
is available in form of library which can be used for different clients.

All this tasks can be easily performed.

5 Conclusions

Developed systems for web based real time wavepacket dynamics proves that
it’s relatively easy to build small and medium scale system that can be used
for serving small and medium scale remote job processing. Presented system
is functional and proves that web based real time simulations can be efficiently
performed even in the area dominated by the batch processing. The modifications
to the existing simulation programs are very limited, in practice, most of existing
codes written in Fortran or C can be used as is. Modular approach opens system
for other application areas as well as for further development.

It could be used as computation server distributing workstation-scale com-
putations between machines available inside the computing center, as an remote
access for custom visualization of parts of the numerical data stored in the cen-
ter for example for meteograms from weather simulations, or medical images.
Nowadays system is used for educational purposes as easy to learn interface to
advanced simulations in quantum physics.

Second conclusion is that it’s possible to extend the system for classic queu-
ing systems, allowing clients to prepare larger jobs and then disconnect and
reconnect to collect results. This, connected with well prepared load-balancing
may create nice compact grid application.

Last conclusion is a side effect of project, but we think that it may be most
important for future work. The system we used did not involved any modification
of the numerical code. We simply took Fortran code, recompiled it for desired
architecture and used program as it was - as black-box application. It was possible
to implement kind of grid without any modifications. What is most important we
were able to receive results on line, in time of the running job. This is typical for
advanced numerical grid applications, with special network code and carefully
prepared for this task (see VisIt, Globus). In our system it was done far simpler
way - we connect not to an application but read output files. This approach has
three main consequences:

- very limited interaction with application,
- no need of any numerical code modification,
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- no special skill required from numerical programmer required to prepare new
application for the system.

In the present design one has no way to interact (as other grid systems do)
except halting the job - but we assume that vast majority of the numerical
application are absolutely non interactive, and will not be. What one gets is fact
that one can use code as it is. The only recommendation, but not requirement,
is that it’s better to receive output as an ASCII text or in machine independent
format. New developers of the simulation code don’t have to learn new skills like
network programming, what shall not be underestimated.
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